
Delivering advanced geolocation 
technology exclusively to the 
regulated iGaming sector  

Cost-Effective Solution | Lightning-Fast 
Integration | Compliance Guaranteed  

Trusted geolocation service for iGaming partners  
Serving iGaming’s geolocation market for over 12 years and compliant with some of the 
strictest geolocation regulations in North America, GeoLocs, is trusted by world-leading 

iGaming operators and platforms.  

12+  Years
trusted by operators

12  Operators 
across North America

18  MILLION
geolocation lookups per day

““The technology, knowledge, and expertise behind GeoLocs has been key 
in supporting us to license and operate in Ontario, during what is a highly 

anticipated and exciting milestone for Casumo and our players.”

Mark Busuttil, Chief Product Officer

““The technology and expertise behind GeoLocs, as well as the knowledge 
of regulations and compliance, has been a fantastic support and is what 
made the GeoLocs offering stand out.”

Chris Rogers, Deputy Director Marketing and Products at Arizona 
Lottery



Why Choose GeoLocs?

GeoLocs is the alternative and 
commercially competitive geolocation 
verification service dedicated to 
providing a guaranteed compliance 
solution.  

Everything, from the self-service portal 
to the easy SDK integration and 24/7 
support, gives you the edge to thrive in 
the dynamic iGaming space.  
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Key Features

Commercially Competitive
We understand that geolocation compliance in iGaming can be challenging to navigate. 
Integrating/choosing GeoLocs  guarantees a fast, easy, cost-effective solution, that’s 
regularly updated to maximise ROI.

Lightning-Fast SDK Integration
Seamless SDK integration sets GeoLocs apart. In under 5 days, enjoy the benefits of 
robust technology, providing a hassle-free experience for teams and players alike.

12+ Years Trusted by Operators
With a track record spanning two decades, GeoLocs has earned the trust of some of the 
biggest names in the industry.

Supports Mobile Web Play
Mobile-first approach, enhancing the online/real-money gaming experience for players 
across iOS, Android and desktop devices - with no unnecessary downloads. 

Self-Service Portal
Easily manage and customise settings, UAT geoallow areas, compliance, and reporting 
controls through the GeoLocs Portal

Want to learn more about

GeoLocs? 

Get in touch with the team via 

 or  


to book your demo! 
hello@geolocs.io www.geolocs.io
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